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Thirteen-year-old Shida, whose name means "problem" in Swahili, certainly has a lot of problems in

her life -- her father is dead, her depressed mother is rumored to be a witch, her family bears the

weight of a curse, and everyone in her rural Tanzanian village expects her to marry rather than

pursue her dream of becoming a healer. So when the elders of Litongo make a controversial

decision to move Shida's people to a nearby village, Shida welcomes the change. Surely the

opportunity to go to school and learn from a nurse can only mean good things. Nonetheless,

mysterious calamities plague Shida's people after their move. Desperate to stay, Shida must prove

to her people that life can be better in their new home.
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Who says that mystery novels for kids all have to include the same tropes and settings? I tell you,

half the time when a kid comes up to a reference desk asking for a mystery they think what they

want is the standard white kids in suburbia model perfected by Encyclopedia Brown and his ilk.

They're wrong. What they really want is great writing and a good mystery with a twist they don't see

coming. So I will hereby give grand kudos and heaping helpfuls of praise to the

librarian/bookseller/parent who hears a kid ask for a mystery and hands them Katie Quirk's "A Girl



Called Problem". This book is a trifecta of publishing rarities. A historical novel that is also a mystery

set in a foreign country that just happens to be Tanzania. Trust me when I say your shelves aren't

exactly filled to brimming with such books. Would that they were, or at the very least, would that you

had as many good books as this one. Smart commentary, an honestly interesting storyline, and

sharp writing from start to finish, Quirk quickly establishes herself as one author to watch.The thing

about Shida is that in spite of her name (in Swahili it would be "problem") you just can't get her

down. Sure, her mom is considered a witch, and every day she seems to make Shida's life harder

rather than easier. Still, Shida's got dreams. She hopes to someday train to be a healer in her

village of Litongo, and maybe even a village nurse. In light of all this, when the opportunity arises for

all of Litongo to pick up and move to a new location, Shida's on board with the plan. In Nija Panda

she would be able to go to school and maybe even learn medicine firsthand. Her fellow villagers are

wary but game. They seem to have more to gain than to lose from such a move.
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